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ABOUT WRDC
Introduction to WRDC
Women in Resource Development Corporation (WRDC) – established in 1997 –
is a non-profit organization committed to advancing the economic equality of
women in Newfoundland and Labrador, by increasing their participation in the
high-paying trades, technologies and operations occupations primarily
available in the natural resources sector.
Programs and Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Employment and Career Services for Women
Gender-Based Analysis and Planning
Gender-Equity and Diversity Plans
Gender Awareness in the Workplace Training and "Train the Trainer"
Manual
Best Practices for Industry – Barriers to Recruitment and Retention
Women's Employment Plan for Industry
Educational Programs for Girls and Women to Experience trades,
technologies and operations
o GETT (Girls Exploring Trades and Technologies)
o GREAT (Girls in Renewable Energy and Alternative Technologies)
o Techsploration – Newfoundland and Labrador
o GLOW (Group Learning for Outgoing Women)
Orientation to Trades and Technology (OTT) Training

For information on up to date initiatives aimed at increasing the number of
women in the non traditional occupations please visit our website at
www.wrdc.nf.ca.
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1. PREAMBLE

Moving Forward: A Practical Guide –
Preparing Women for Employment
in the Natural Resource Sector is
designed to help women prepare for
employment in the non-traditional
workplace.
The forecasted skilled-labour shortage
related to trades, technologies and
operations (TTO) in the natural
resources sector should be considered
an opportunity for women and
industry to move forward together in a
new direction.
Short-term, skilled-labour shortages are
linked to an increase in large, resourcebased projects in Newfoundland and
Labrador (NL). Long-term skilled labour
shortages are anticipated from the
retirement of the baby-boomer
generation and decreasing birthrates.1
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Industrial employers indicate that
the inclusion of female labour is
desirable but not happening quickly
enough. Today, women make up
about 47% of the national labour
force, yet they represent only 7% of
the workplace in transportation,
trades and construction work.
Women represent a large, untapped
human resource to meet the needs
of the projected skills shortage. Since
approximately half the working
population is female, encouraging
more women to work in the natural
resources sector can be part of the
solution to the skilled-trades
shortages.
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2. WOMEN IN NON-TRADITIONAL EMPLOYMENT

The work of women and men tends
to be divided along gender lines and
is often given different values.
Stereotypes, gender bias and
attitudes prevent women from
entering careers in male-dominated
fields including sciences, trades and
technologies.

The Conference Board of
Canada estimates that
Canada will be short
one million skilled workers
by 2020.2

Men currently hold most of the
decision-making
roles
within
industry. Therefore, male awareness
and participation is important if there
is to be a change. Although the
natural resources sector remains
male-dominated,
the
many
opportunities now available in the
province means there is enough work
for everyone. Industry consistently
reports recruitment and retention
challenges. The good news is that
organizations like WRDC, other
women's groups and Government
are trying hard to change the
imbalance of labour in traditionally
male-dominated workplaces.

-2-
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3. TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW

What do we mean by equity?
What is the difference between equity and equality?
Equality: Providing all people with
access to the same rights regardless
of diversity or difference.
Equity: Creating fairness for all
people while recognizing and
embracing diversity and difference.
It is a subtle distinction but highlights
that difference, rather than sameness
will contribute to industrial growth.
The business case for diversity in the
workplace – such as hiring women –
creates a more humane work
environment, and provides a broader
range of skill sets, viewpoints and
ideas for all employees.
Many
businesses and organizations have
found that having a gender-diverse
workforce
leads
to
greater
productivity, creativity and employee
satisfaction overall.

“. . . get your hands dirty, ask a
lot of questions and most of all
don't give up.”3
Amy Rumbolt
Millwright; Thermal Generation
Newfoundland and Labrador
Hydro a Nalcor Energy company

Gender: The roles, attitudes,
personality traits, behaviours and
values that society assigns to men
and women.
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4. EMPLOYMENT EQUITY

Employment equity is an ongoing
planning process used by an
employer to:
• Find and remove barriers in
employment procedures and
policies;
• Practise positive policies and
procedures to make sure barriers
are eliminated; and
• Ensure appropriate
representation of "designated
groups" in the workplace.
• These " designated groups",
defined by the Employment
Equity Act (1995) are:
o Women
o Aboriginal Peoples
o Persons with Disabilities
o Members of Visible
Minorities

The purpose of the Employment
Equity Act (1995) is to:
• Assure conditions in workplaces
are free of barriers for designated
groups in Canada:
• Achieve equity in the workplace
by removing barriers to
employment
• Assure that employment equity
means more than treating people
the same way; it also requires
special measures be taken to
increase the groups to a
reasonable proportion and the
employer reasonably
accommodate the
underrepresented groups’
different needs.4

Women already work in the Newfoundland and Labrador natural resources
sector. They are faced with challenges such as existing negative attitudes,
policies and facilities in workplaces. However, changes are taking place to
welcome women into traditionally male-dominated occupations.

-4-
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5. STATISTICS

In 2006, 67% of employed women in Newfoundland and Labrador were in
traditionally female-dominated occupations (teaching, nursing,
clerical/administrative and service).

Percentage in Trades,
Technologies, and
Operations Occupations in
Natural Resource Industry

Percentage of
Apprentices in
Non-traditional Trades

Percentage of
Journeypersons in
Industrial Trades
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5. STATISTICS

Percentage of Men and Women in Low-Paying Traditional Occupations

Approximately 36% of all employed women in the province are working in low-paying traditional jobs

Percentage of Men and Women in High-Paying Non-Traditional Occupations

Approximately 2% of all employed women in the province are working in high-paying non-traditional jobs5

-6-
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5. STATISTICS

In 2010 the Newfoundland and Labrador Skills Task Force predicted that by
2014-2016 more than 9,000 workers would be required for the mega projects
being developed in the province. These projects will have to compete for
skilled workers with other projects in other areas of Canada such as Alberta.

Potential Major Project Employment

Department of Finance,
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
Current as of fall 20106
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6. WHAT’S HAPPENING IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR?

Many new projects are underway in Newfoundland and Labrador (See page
10). The number of women working in non-traditional occupations is still low.
The forecasted skilled labour shortages associated with the province's largescale projects opens a door for women to fill the gap and take full advantage of
the opportunities available.
Why consider a career in a non-traditional occupation?
Trades and technology careers are good options for women. They often are
well-paid, unionized, offer self-employment potential and high job satisfaction.
The Newfoundland and Labrador government wants more women included in
these projects so this is a good time to train.
•
•
•
•

Non-traditional occupations offer excellent opportunities for women
There are many careers to choose from
Skilled trades/technologies offer something for everyone
Apprentices receive post-secondary education through on-the-job training
and in-school learning
• Skills to work almost anywhere in Canada
• Skilled trades-people/technologists are in demand all across the country
• Demand continues to increase7

People in skilled trades are rewarded for their efforts with good pay.
In fact, as an apprentice, you can start making money right away
because you ‘earn while you learn’. The best part, though, is that
as a tradesperson you get paid well doing work you enjoy.8
-8-
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6. WHAT’S HAPPENING IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR?

Now is an excellent time to choose a career in trades!
Some of the main occupations required in the mega projects happening in the
province are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy Equipment Operators
Labourers
Ironworkers
Concrete Finishers
Drillers and Blasters
Carpenters
Electricians
Truck Drivers
Engineers and Technologists
Forestry Workers
Mechanics
Plumbers
Operating Engineers
Millwrights
Insulators
Pipefitters
Boilermakers
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7. GET THE FACTS - EXAMINE ALL YOUR OPTIONS

Non traditional occupations are excellent opportunities for women
Would you like to know what it is like to work in a non-traditional occupation?
Check out these websites!
MINING
www.acareerinmining.ca – select salaries/profiles/videos
OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES
www.careersinoilandgas.com – select video/salaries/benefits
www.petrohrsc.ca - search Occupational Profiles
FORESTRY
www.oforest.ca/index.php/page_2474b – select career profiles
Ontario website; including a good breakdown of forestry career profiles.
CAREERS IN SKILLED TRADES
www.careersintrades.ca
MARINE INDUSTRY
Council of Marine Professional Associates
www.compasscanada.info – select videos/profiles/female & male rants
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE
www.fishaq.gov.nl.ca
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
www.nr.gov.nl.ca/nr

- 10 -
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8. TRAINING INSTITUTIONS & UNIONS

Training Institutions in Newfoundland and Labrador
To access detailed information on training institutions and courses offered in
the trades, technology and operations visit www.ed.gov.nl.ca/app/sites.html.
College of the North Atlantic – www.cna.nl.ca
Marine Institute – www.mi.mun.ca
Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador – www.mun.ca
BAC Masonry College – www.masonrycollege.com
Keyin College – www.keyin.ca
Academy Canada – www.academycanada.com
DIE TRAC Technical Institute – www.dietrac.com
Operating Engineers College – www.oecollege.ca
Central Training Academy – www.centraltraining.ca
Carpenters Millwright College – www.nlrc.ca
Corona College – www.coronacollege.com
UA Training Center – www.ualocal740.ca
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8. TRAINING INSTITUTIONS & UNIONS

Unions and Training in Newfoundland and Labrador
UA Local 740 – www.ualocal740.ca
IBEW Local 2330:
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers – www.ibew.nf.ca
Ironworkers Local 764 – www.ironworkerslocal764.com
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers Local 203 – www.boilermaker.ca
Carpenters Local 579: Millwrights Local 1009 – www.nlrc.ca
United Steelworkers Union Local 9508 – www.usw6166.com
CAW – Canadian Auto Workers – www.caw.ca
Teamsters Canada Local Union 855 – www.teamsters.ca
Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers Local 1 – www.baclocal1nl.com
Labourers Local 1208 – email: Local1208@hotamail.com
Operating Engineers Local 904 – www.iuoe904.com
Painters and Allied Trades, Local 1984 – www.paintersandalliedtrades.com
Sheet Metal Workers, Local 512 – www.smwia.org
Insulators and Asbestos Workers Local 137 – www.heatandfrostinsulators.ca
ATU-The Transit Union Local 1462 – www.atu.org
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9. WHAT IS APPRENTICESHIP?

Apprenticeship is a high quality, post-secondary education option that
combines on-the-job training with technical training to become a highly skilled
tradesperson.
What is the difference between apprenticeship and university or other
college education?
Apprenticeship is a form of post secondary education like university or
college…but there is more!
In general:
• Apprentices not only learn skills in a
classroom, they receive paid on the
job training with the employer.
• Apprentices spend 40-44 weeks a year
on the job and go to school 6-8 weeks
• An apprenticeship takes 2-5 years to
complete
• Apprentices earn a salary on the job
from the first day
• Apprentices receive a certificate of
qualification in a designated trade
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9. WHAT IS APPRENTICESHIP?

What are the benefits of apprenticeship?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Earn a salary while you learn
Receive personal training and mentorship on the job
Receive technical training in a classroom
Minimize student debt
Obtain employment insurance during in school training
Increase your chance of obtaining a job immediately after training
Master existing skills and be challenged to learn new skills everyday
Acquire skills that will last a lifetime.

What are the steps to becoming an apprentice?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finish high school
Determine/Research a trade that best suits you
Complete your entry level training program
Find an employer to hire you
Register with the Department of Education
Start your career

“I find my job very rewarding, especially when I can use skills I acquired
from working offshore to help people understand data and issues that they
could not without my help.”9
Jacqueline LeMoine
Senior Production/Reservoir Engineering Technologist
Husky Energy
-14 -
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9. WHAT IS APPRENTICESHIP?

How do I become registered as an Apprentice in Newfoundland and
Labrador?
After you have completed your entrylevel in-school training to start the
apprenticeship process you must first
find relevant employment with a
supportive employer.
Then you MUST contact the Division
of Institutional and Industrial
Education. A program development
officer ensures that an application for
apprenticeship is completed. Each
application for apprenticeship must
include copies of high school
certificates or equivalent, and any
additional records of achievement,
transcripts
of
marks
and
certificates/diplomas
of
postsecondary education related to the
trade, as well as any documentation
supporting
previous
work
experience. To avoid any delays, each
application must contain complete
and accurate information.

The program development officer
then reviews the application and
obtains additional information from
you, if necessary, then submits it to
the nearest Industrial Training Office
of the Department of Education.
Upon approval, the program
development officer begins the
registration
process
and
a
Memorandum of Understanding is
signed by the employer, the
apprentice, and the Division.
The registration process, which
identifies you as a registered
apprentice, is formally processed by
the Industrial Training Section. The
program development officer will
issue an apprenticeship registration
number
and
notification
of
acceptance to the apprentice, then
the program development officer will
issue a logbook in which you must
record all your hours of work while
you are apprenticing.10

For detailed information visit the Department of Education's website at:
www.ed.gov.nl.ca/app/registration/registration.html.
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10. JOB SEARCH BASICS

As with any career path exploration, you need to explore employment options
that are open to you. Your path to finding that great job begins with assessing
yourself and your skills. Here are some job search basics:
• You are responsible for creating
your own opportunity and for
your own career management.
• The first step to a successful
search is to complete a selfassessment so you are clear on
your skills, value systems, needs
and goals.
• Set aside a workspace for your
search where all information is
kept up to date and organized.
• Never rely solely on classified ads
and the Internet.
• Networking skills are responsible
for finding the best jobs. Use all
your resources and everyone you
know who knows someone.
• Everyone has at least 250
contacts. A good job is only three
to four people away.

• Use all the resources on the
Internet; you can post your
resume and find career listings.
• Follow-ups are critical. Be creative,
but not a pest.
• Don't be afraid to ask for the job.
• Attitude and persistence make a
difference. If you are feeling
stalled or not getting anywhere,
get advice from an employment
counselor.
• Find a verb action list to cover all
of your skill areas.
• Create achievement statements
and use key industry words.

“I enjoy working in the Newfoundland offshore environment, each day there
is a new set of elements to battle and problems to solve.”11
Stacey King
MWD Measurement While Drilling Field Specialist
Schlumberger
-16 -
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11. THE RESUME

There are many resources available to help you in job search, resume writing
and the interview process. Here are some great tips from Toby Chabon Berger's
quick study charts:
Resume and Interview
The Purpose
The purpose of the resume is to describe your life’s work experience to best
advantage for the prospective employer. It should be a precise description of
your accomplishments, skills, and experience so that employers will want to
know more in an interview. You may need more than one version for different
jobs.
The resume should indicate:
Contact information – your name, address, phone number, fax and email.
Background information in a summary or brief overview.
Education, training, employers, and dates of employment.
Specific accomplishments related to performance on the job and
leadership activities in professional, civic, or community affairs.
• Employment experience and education, in reverse order (highest degree or
most recent job).
• If giving reference lists, include names, titles, addresses, and phone
numbers. Also include your relationship to this person and the information
they can provide.
•
•
•
•

WRDC: WOMEN IN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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11. THE RESUME

Omit:
• Names and addresses of references unless they are requested. Listing
“References available on request" is not required; it is assumed.
• Salary information if requested to be included in cover letter.
• Personal data, such as age, marital status, height, weight, etc. Prospective
employers must consider you only on the basis of your qualifications. It is
illegal to request pictures or information related to race, religion or national
origin.
• Personal pronouns (like you, she, or I) weaken statements.

Include:
• An overview of what you have done and how you fit the needs of a
company.
• Unpaid experiences as well as paid employment if they are significant and
related to the job.
• Resumes placed on Internet sites must follow company format. Avoid
bullets, italics, underlines.
• Careful editing to check for typos and grammatical errors. These may
suggest to prospective employers your work is careless.

- 18 -
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11. THE RESUME

Resume “DO'S”
• Write brief phrases. Full
sentences are not necessary.
• Begin with a summary statement
that describes the functional area
of your work.
• Use present tense in describing
your current job. All previous
positions are described in past
tense.
• Support all activities and
responsibilities with results and
accomplishments. Describe
specific responsibilities.
• Summarize early employment by
briefly describing your functions
at the end of the resume.
• Pick a resume format and be
consistent.
• Write out all numbers up to and
including the number "nine." Use
digits for 10 and over.
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• Layout resume so that a job
description or a sentence on the
first page does not run over to
the second.
• Start with a first draft. Expect to
rewrite it several times.
• Proofread final product for
correct spelling, punctuation,
grammatical, and typographical
errors. Have independent,
"critical" person proofread for
errors you may have missed.
• Omit information or dates that
may be used to screen you out.
• Be aware of the length of your
resume. Do not make it too long.

- 19 -

11. THE RESUME

Resume "DO NOT’S”
• Use italics, dashes, or underlining
to emphasize items and make
them stand out. They confuse
scanners and electronic mail
attachments.
• Use abbreviations. Use
professional and technical
information when it is relevant.
• Use odd-sized, bordered, or
colored paper - anything that
may be considered eccentric.
• Include your picture with the
resume.
• Include personal data, marital
status, number of children, or
"excellent health."

• Devote more space to earlier jobs
than to more recent
employment. Employers are
interested in most recent,
relevant experience.
• List grade point average or
college honors unless you are a
recent graduate.
• Leave gaps between
employment dates. List jobs by
years rather than by month and
year. Briefly state a good reason
for the gap, e.g., returned to
school full-time, worked on
temporary jobs, or left career for
family responsibilities.

“I never expected I would be a geologist… but the more I learned about
geology, the more interested I became… I really enjoy my job - it's
challenging and interesting, and I work with a great team of people!”12
Lori Ennis
Geologist
Husky Energy
- 20 -
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11. THE RESUME

Cover Letter
Always include a cover letter
explaining your reason for submitting
the resume.
It serves as an
introduction, highlights specific
qualifications or objectives you may
have for this job, and exhibits written
communication skills. Do not use

standard letters from books. Create
your own business letter. Every
resume, whether faxed, e-mailed or
hand delivered must include a cover
letter. The cover letter can point out
parts of the resume that specifically
match the job description.13

Resources
For excellent example of resumes, job interviews tips, tools and advice on
tough resume problems visit:
Susan Ireland – www.joblounge.blogspot.com
Yana Parker – www.damngood.com
Yana has also written books including The Damn Good Resume Guide, The
Resume Workbook, Resume Pro, The Resume Catalogue and Ready to Go
Resume.
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11. THE RESUME

Here are a few examples of Yana Parker's work on how to address challenges in
your resume.
What if you have a choppy, scrambled-up work history,
with lots of short-term jobs?
To minimize the job-hopper image, combine several similar jobs into one
"chunk," for example:
• 1993-1995 Secretary/Receptionist; Jones Bakery, Micro Corp., Carter Jewelers
• 1993-95 Waiter/Busboy; McDougal's Restaurant, Burger King, Traders Coffee
Shop.
In addition, you can just drop some of the less important, shortest jobs.
However, do not drop a job, even when it lasted a short time, if that was where
you acquired important skills or experience.
How far back should you go in your work history?
Far enough; and not too far! About 10 or 15 years is usually enough unless your
"best" work experience is from further back.
How can you avoid age discrimination?
If you are over 40 or 50 or 60, remember that you do not have to present your
entire work history. You can simply label THAT part of your resume "Recent
Work History" or "Relevant Work History" and then describe only the last 10 or
15 years of your experience. Below your 10-15 year work history, you could add
a paragraph headed "Prior relevant experience" and simply refer to any
additional important (but older) jobs without mentioning dates.14

- 22 -
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12. THE JOB INTERVIEW: PREPARATION

Interviews
The interview is an important opportunity for job seekers to demonstrate their
knowledge, skills, abilities and personal suitability for a particular job.
Preparation for Job Interviews
Preparation for Job Interviews
Great tips on preparing for a job interview can be found the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador website www.lmiworks.nl.ca.
A job interview is never easy, whether it is your first interview or one of many. A
job interview is an opportunity for an employer to get to know you better and find
out if you are the right person for a particular job. It is also an opportunity for
potential employees to learn more about the job, the workplace and the employer.
Preparation is a big part of the interview process. You should spend more time
getting ready for the interview than you will at the interview itself. Proper
preparation can help make the interview less stressful and can help leave a
positive impression.
Before the Interview:
• Take time to prepare.
• Research the company's mission, organizational structure and current
activities.
• Decide how you will use the information in the interview. Include how your
achievements fit the company objectives.
• Research the industry.
• Acquire a copy of the job description and summary of qualifications.
• Make a trial trip getting to the interview, if possible, to anticipate traffic or
parking problems. If you are taking public transportation, allow time for
delays.

WRDC: WOMEN IN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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12. THE JOB INTERVIEW: PREPARATION

Practice Everything
• Visualize and rehearse the entire
interview. Writing your answers
before you say them in a practice
session will make you more
comfortable.
• Consider possible questions and
prepare answers. Rehearse your
responses or find someone to
participate in a mock interview.
• Ask a mentor, member of you
network, friend or family to ask
you questions and actually go
through several interviews. The
more you tell your story, the more
relaxed and adaptable you are. A
tape or video recorder can give
you valuable feedback.
• Be prepared for answering
questions. Have short, summary
type answers for questions that
begin
with
words
like
"Summarize for me . . ." or "Give
me a brief recap of. . . "As well as
specific details to add to
questions like "Give me an
example of a problem you've had
and how you handled it." Or, "Tell
me some specific details about . . ."
Be concise, but not so brief that
important information is omitted.

- 24 -

“There are always new
challenges to overcome and learn
from. I also love the diverse
people from so many cultures and
the travel opportunities.”15
Michelle Bennett
HSE Specialist
Health, Safety & Environment
Schlumberger Canada Ltd.
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12. THE JOB INTERVIEW: PREPARATION

At the Interview
• Be punctual and neat in appearance.
• Demonstrate good communication skills.
• Take some time to consider questions and organize your thoughts before
responding.
• Determine marketable skills and be clear about your achievements.
• Ask questions. Asking questions shows your interest.
• The best questions are about the job, the company, expectations and
other related areas.
• Sample questions can be found within this guide.
What to take to the interview:
Extra copies of resumes, references, letters of recommendations and work
samples.
Non Verbal Language
• Handshake: Always offer your hand; use firm, but not crushing pressure.
• Eye contact: Be natural as with any conversation. Avoiding contact is a
sign of deception, disinterest, or lack of confidence.
• Sitting: If a place to sit is not indicated. Choose the chair closest to the
interviewer; sit relaxed, but do not slouch. Leaning slightly forward shows
interest, but never lean on the desk.
• Gestures: Use hands naturally to emphasize a point. Do not cover your
mouth, hold your head or twist your hands together.16
Extra Information:
Interview Advice: About.com
www.careerplanning.about.com/od/jobinterviews/Job_Interviews.htm
Interviews - Youth Next Steps
www.nextsteps.org/interview/index.html
WRDC: WOMEN IN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

Common Job Interview Questions
There are questions that employers often ask at job interviews and it is
important to be prepared to respond to them. You do not need to memorize
an answer, but do think about what you are going to say, so you are not put on
the spot during the job interview.
While it is impossible to guess exactly what you will be asked during an
interview, you can prepare yourself by developing answers to the most
common job interview questions. This kind of preparation will not only help
you remain calm during the interview but it will help you control the results.
There are several common questions that
interviewers ask. Listed in the following
pages are some examples.

- 26 -
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

Can you tell me about yourself?
This is typically asked at the beginning of the job interview, this question gives
the interviewer an opportunity to gain knowledge about you, your capabilities
and your communication.
When Answering:
When you answer, offer a summary of your personality, skills, experience, and
work history. Do not mention your knitting hobby or your pet iguana. Try to
stick with facts that will demonstrate why you are the person for the job.
Why do you want to work here?
Even if it is true, do not answer with: "because I really need a job and you were
hiring." If you did any research prior to the interview, you can answer this
question. Utilize what you know about the company. Tell the interviewer why
you admire the company, their practices, and/or their product.
When Answering:
Make a connection between the job description and your abilities. Tell the
interviewer why you are compatible with their company.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

Why should we hire you?
This is one of the most important questions that you will be asked, and you
need to make sure that you have a very good answer. A typical interview
question, asked to get your opinion, or to validate the interviewer's opinion, on
why you would be the best candidate for the position.
When Answering:
Try to be as specific as possible. Give concrete examples of why your skills and
accomplishments make you the best candidate for the job. Take a few
moments to compare the job description with your abilities, as well as
mentioning what you have accomplished in your other positions. Be positive
and reiterate your interest in the company and the position.
Sample Answers:
• I am reliable and have complete dedication and passion about my work and
my responsibilities are always my priority. This job suits me and would be a
way for me to move towards my goals.
• I am reliable, detail-oriented and extremely hardworking. I see to it that my
responsibilities are always my first priority. I have good communication
skills and the ability to follow instructions. Also I can make decisions with
minimal supervision.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

What are your weaknesses?
When you are asked what your greatest weakness is, try to turn a negative into
a positive. For example, a sense of urgency to get projects completed or
wanting to triple-check every item in a spreadsheet can be turned into strength
by also saying that this allows you to make sure that the project is done on time
and your work will be close to perfect.
When Answering: Do not repeat the word weakness in your response. Instead,
always try to focus on the positive.
Sample Answers:
• Being organized is not my strongest
point, but I implemented a time
management system that really helped
my organizational skills.
• I like to make sure that my work is
perfect, so I tend to perhaps spend a
little too much time checking it.
• However, I have come to a good
balance by setting up a system to
ensure everything is done correctly the
first time.
• I used to wait until the last minute to
set appointments for the coming week,
but I realized that scheduling in
advance makes much more sense.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

What are your strengths?
This is one of the easier interview questions you will be asked. When you are
asked questions about your strengths, it is important to discuss things that will
qualify you for the job. Depending on the trade you are being interviewed for
the answer may be different. The best way to respond is to describe the skills
and experience that directly relate the job you are applying for.17
Sample Answers:
For a position as a carpenter:
• I am great at muli-tasking
• I work out twice a week and I'm in good physical condition which allows me
to complete all required tasks associated with this job
• I am familiar with health and safety practices and procedures
• I have good observation skills and spatial ability which allows me to
visualize a project which helps in the building process
• Strong mathematical skills
For a position as an electrician:
• I pay close attention to detail and can do precision work
• I have good hand-eye coordination
• I work fine at heights or in confined spaces
• I have good physical mobility and good manual dexterity
• I am familiar with the mechanical process and enjoy troubleshooting
For a position as a welder:
• I have good manual dexterity
• I like finished work and I'm particular about my work
• I am knowledgeable about and enjoy design work
• I am very precise and am great at following instructions and direction
Strengths related to all trades should highlight your interests and that you can
work as team or independently. Also, customer service and communication
skills may also be an asset.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

Do you prefer to work independently or on a team?
When the interviewer asks "Do you prefer to work independently or on a
team?" he or she wants to know if you are a team player or would rather work
on your own.
Sample Answers:
I am comfortable working as a member of a team and on my won. When I was
researching “company”, your mission statement and the job description, I
noticed that in many ways this job is the same as my previous job: On that job
there were some assignments that required a great deal of independent work
while there were others where a team effort was necessary. As I said, I am
comfortable with both.
Give some examples of teamwork.
Companies, for the most part, do not want Lone Rangers. They are looking for
employees who will adapt to the company culture and get along with others.
Sample Answers:
• I have worked in teams and independently and I am comfortable in both
roles, My experience has shown me that some projects require teamwork
while others are suited for individual work.
• In my previous job, I had opportunities to work independently as well as on
a team. I provided value and support to the project and enjoyed interacting
with, contributing and supporting others in a joint goal. The teamwork
made certain that the project was completed efficiently and on time.
• While working independently, I was comfortable being totally responsible
for the finished product. When necessary I went to managers or coworkers
and talked about my progress or asked questions to make certain the
project met all necessary requirements and expectations.
• I have really enjoyed playing both roles, and I work well with others and
enjoy being part of a team but I am equally as comfortable working on my
own.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

What do you know about this company?
This question may be asked to find
out how much company research you
have conducted.
When Answering:
Prepare in advance so that you can
give relevant and current information
about your prospective employer to
the interviewer. Start by researching
the company online. Google the
company, read blogs that mention it,
and check Discussion Boards and
social networking sites.
How do you balance life and work?
The interviewer may wonder if you
have made arrangements for the days
when your child is too sick to go to
school or if you are "out of there" as
soon as it is quitting time.
Sample Answer:
Being organized helps me balance my
professional life and personal life.
Consequently, I can be fully focused
and engaged while I am at work. For
those unexpected times, I have a
good back-up system of care for my
children.
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13. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMMON QUESTIONS

Would you be willing to travel?
When you are asked about your willingness to travel, be honest. There is no
point in saying "yes" if you would prefer to be home five nights a week.
It is acceptable to ask how much travel is involved. That way, you can
determine how you would need to be on the road and make an educated
decision as to whether the amount of travel required fits your lifestyle.
What is most important is to get a good understanding of what is involved
before you are offered the job, rather than being (unpleasantly) surprised after
you have been hired.

Are you available for shift work?
Shift work may be required in your new position, so make it clear if you are
available for shift work. There is a stereotype that women are unwilling to
accept shift work. It is best to deal with this so there is no confusion about your
position.18

“….for six months a year I
get to see every sunrise and
every sunset!”19
Crystal Dawn Patten
Second Officer
Canship Ugland Limited
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14. THE JOB INTERVIEW: COMPENSATION ISSUES

Salary Questions
If the salary is stated in the job advertisement then do not bring it up. If salary
has not been mentioned in the job advertisement you could ask about the
salary range. Be realistic and flexible. Know their salary budgets and the
market ranges.
Benefit Questions
Company benefits are often worth from 25% to 50% or more of the cash salary
offered and are important to consider:
• Does the company have a benefits package? Can you tell me about it?
• When am I eligible for each plan?
• Do I have a choice of the benefits available?
Negotiations
If the company has called you back for a second interview and is making you
an offer, the following might help you to get a good compensation package,
you can ask:
• Is there a sign-on bonus or commission in addition to the salary?
• How often are job reviews?
• Is the salary at or above what others are getting for the same or similar jobs
and experience?
Know the market and request their consideration in terms of salary, benefits
and perks. Salaries may stay consistent, but sign-on bonuses, temporary
housing, tuition reimbursement, personal time off, etc. can be added to a
package. Never demand. It will show an unpleasant side of your personality
that could rescind an offer.
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15. FOLLOW-UP

Follow-up
Follow-up is recommended. It is an opportunity to build upon your first
impression.
Think about your performance immediately after the interview. Make notes on
important points and answers requiring strengthened explanations. Write the
interviewer within the first 24 hours. You may fax or e-mail if appropriate, but
also mail a hard copy.20
Follow-up letter
One typed page expressing appreciation for their time and restating your
interest in the job with a brief recap of how your qualifications meet the needs
of the company. Close with another statement of your strengths, your belief
that you can perform the job successfully and a statement that you will call at
a specific time to follow-up on the process. Asking for the job is not only
appropriate, it is a must.
Follow-up fax, e-mail, or telephone call
• Must be done within 24 hours of the interview, but others may follow at
appropriate intervals to determine progress.
• Phone calls must be planned and organized just like a letter or an interview.
• Write a script and keep it short and business-like. (Unless the company has
expressed "no telephone calls, no follow-up")
• If you received another job offer, and a company you have not heard from
is your number one choice, a call will let them know of another pending
offer.
• If something affecting your application has changed and you want to make
the company aware, a telephone call or brief note should be sent.21
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16. FIRST DAY ON SITE

Congratulations! You've got the job!
Before your first day
•
•
•
•

Try to visit before your start date so that you know how to get there
Ensure that you have accurate information on hours of work
Show up a little early
Find out in advance who you need to meet with

Things you need to know when you start work
• Be ready to jump right in and start work.
• The industry has changed in the past few years and most men are more
accepting of women co-workers.
• If you made special arrangements with your employer and are arriving later
that the rest of the team members due to child care responsibilities, you
may not feel as effective and it may take longer to feel accepted.
• There are methods and techniques to cope with jobs which require
strength but it takes time to learn these - ask for training.
• Try to challenge unfair treatment assertively but not aggressively.22
Be comfortable knowing that you are trained and demonstrate that you are
ready and willing to work as part of the team.

“With a good educational background, hard work and a bit of curiosity to
think outside the box, you'll get to where you need to be.”23
Victoria Hua
Facilities Surveillance Engineer
ExxonMobil Canada East - Hibernia
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17. UNDERSTANDING WORKPLACE CULTURE

Workplace Culture
There is a "culture" on industrial
worksites that has been maledominated.
Culture consists of
learned behaviours, expectations,
attitudes and values of any given
group of individuals. Some of this
culture is unwritten and unspoken,
and most often is not communicated
to women.
These behaviours,
however, are learned and can be
changed.

The industrial workplace is changing
and many Industries are focused on
creating a work environment that is
supportive of women, where they are
welcomed into non-traditional roles
without being seen as a threat.
Stereotypical attitudes about women
in non-traditional occupations still
exist, however men and women are
working together to create a fair and
respectful work environment.24

"It brings a different balance to the table. Women, because of their
experiences in life, really feel and think differently and might have a piece
of the pie that hasn't traditionally been talked about at a table of
electrician's.”25
Industry Employer
On the Level
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18. CONCLUSION

Women in the Workplace Add Value!
Employers say that female employees
bring added value to the workplace,
above and beyond the skills needed
to do the jobs they were hired for.
Employers identified benefits such as
productivity, creativity and employee
satisfaction with women in the
workplace. Other positive skills and
abilities women bring include
mediation,
organization
and
facilitation.

Just like their male co-workers,
women are looking for job
satisfaction and good pay. To retain
women within the natural resources
sector today's companies are focused
on creating an unbiased, friendly and
respectful workplace. This means
that organization have guidelines
that ensure a workplace free of sexual
harassment and discrimination; a
place where you are respected
regardless of gender, sexual
orientation, race or religion.26

What's in it for YOU?
Choosing well-paying, non-traditional occupations can translate into a better
lifestyle for you and your family. Trades, technology and operation occupations
are satisfying careers and offer opportunity for economic success.
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MYTH vs REALITY

19. MYTH vs REALITY

There are many myths about whether women can or should work in jobs that
are considered non-traditional. Here, we dispel some of these common myths
about women working in male-dominated industries.
MYTH
A university degree is the only post-secondary education that provides a
good future.
REALITY
Imminent skills shortages + lower birth rates + aging population =
high demand for trades/technologies occupations in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
As we have discussed, labour demands for the large-scale projects happening
in our province, combined with decreasing birth rates and the retirement of the
baby boomer generation, mean there will be more opportunities for women in
trades, technologies and occupations.

“My job offers daily challenges that are interesting and rewarding. Every
day is different with new problems to solve. I'm constantly learning and
the new technology involved in my field will guarantee that I will never
know everything.”27
Kimberley Pearce
Drilling and Completions Engineer
Hibernia Management and Development Company Ltd.
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19. MYTH vs REALITY

MYTH
University is for smart students while trades/technologies are for nonacademic students.
REALITY
Trades/technologies require individuals with a strong educational foundation
of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literacy
Mathematical and analytical skills
Creativity
Problem solving
Coordination
Passion

Required Skills
Trades/technology skills and characteristics are needed to perform complex,
multifaceted tasks and require intelligence, dedication, focus and hard work.

MYTH
Careers in skilled trades and technologies do not pay well
REALITY
Trades/technology income levels = above national average for employed
Canadians, i.e., tradespeople generally earn a salary approximately 3.1% above
the national average of all Canadian careers combined.
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19. MYTH vs REALITY

MYTH
There are fewer career opportunities for trades people.
REALITY
Trades offer:
• Travel and mobility.
• Cross-country standards specific to "Red Seal" trades and technical
certifications allow people to work anywhere in the country.
• Lower rates of unemployment.
• Unemployment rate for those with college or trades/technologies training
is lower than the average unemployment rate in Canada, which includes
university graduates.28

MYTH
Certain jobs are "men's work" and other jobs are "women's work."
REALITY
This assumption is based on beliefs rather than on factual information about
women's abilities. Attitudes about which jobs are appropriate for men and
which ones are appropriate for women are the result of tradition and
socialization. Most jobs are unrelated to gender. The full range of women's
skills and aptitudes are only beginning to be recognized and appreciated; there
is still much potential to be tapped.
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19. MYTH vs REALITY

MYTH
Blue-collar work or heavy, physical labor is non-traditional for women.
REALITY
Many jobs now thought to be non-traditional for women have been performed
by women in the past. Throughout history, women have worked on heavy
labour equipment on the farm and in the fishing industry alongside men;
during World War II, over six million women entered the labour force to build
ships, airplanes and create factory goods.

MYTH
Non-traditional jobs are too dirty, noisy and dangerous for women.
REALITY
Non-traditional jobs are often dirty and sometimes dangerous. Both men and
women must weigh the hazards with the benefits of taking certain jobs. In
addition, many traditionally female roles, like mothering and nursing, are dirty
and messy, and some also have health hazards, such carpal tunnel syndrome.
Many women do not mind getting dirty when they are paid a good wage, and
with proper safety instruction, all workers can minimize the danger they
experience on the job.29
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19. MYTH vs REALITY

MYTH
Women are not strong enough to do heavy labour. You have to be six feet tall
and 200 lbs to do most of that kind of work.
REALITY
Actually, you may be surprised. Today, most jobs are mechanically aided. While
some men may certainly be bigger and stronger, they are not necessarily in
their occupation because of their strength.
The strength requirements for non-traditional jobs are often exaggerated.
Many non-traditional jobs are less physically demanding than housework, and
many traditional women's jobs, such as nursing and waitressing, are just as
physically demanding as some non-traditional jobs. Physical work does not
rely only on strength. In fact, skilled trades require dexterity stamina good
hand eye coordination and balance. These are all abilities that women equally
possess along with men. 30
MYTH
Women are more emotionally demonstrative than men, and this can cause
problems in work settings.
REALITY
Women are no more emotionally demonstrative than men they just express
themselves differently. This may be viewed as negative in some work settings.
For example, a man's anger may be seen as authoritative while a woman's
crying may be seen as a weakness. The fact that women are taught from an
early age to express their feelings differently, however, this may be positive.
Both women and men can improve their worksites by being aware of differing
communication styles and making the best of each.
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19. MYTH vs REALITY

MYTH
It is more risky to hire a woman than a man because women are more likely to
leave their jobs.
REALITY
Women are no longer secondary earners in our economy. Like men, they work
because they need the money. Many families require two incomes to meet
their basic needs. Figures show that the number of poor families in Canada
would double if women in two-partner families left the labour force. More than
one-third of women in the labour force are single, widowed or divorced and
therefore self-supporting. Women work for the same reasons as men - financial
necessity and personal satisfaction. Both men and women leave jobs for better
opportunities to advance their career.
Most mothers are employed.
Two-thirds of Canadian women with young children are employed. In 2006,
64% of women with children under three and 69% with children between three
and five were engaged in paid work.31
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